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USD football players lock armed
burglar in closet
Football players return to intruder with a knife after football camp
KARISA KAMPBELL
NEWS EDITOR
While the USD football team
arrives early each fall to train and
prepare for the upcoming season,
this year’s football camp came
with an unprecedented surprise.
After practice on Aug. 18, the
football team stayed in the dorms
of Valley B as part of their summer

training camp. They returned
home to a startling discovery; an
intruder had been rummaging
through an apartment on the first
floor.
Jon Grieves, defensive line
player and sophomore, shared
his reaction to the unexpected
surprise in his dorm.
“It was like 9:30 at night and
we were just getting back to Valley
B after our football meetings, and

Outside the Valley B apartments.

we were just chilling in the main
room,” Grieves recalls. “And my
buddy walked out of his room
and noticed that some of his stuff
was missing. Then his roommate
came out and was like yeah some
of my stuff is stolen, we have a
thief among us, we have to find
out who it is.”
Grieves
continued
by
explaining exactly how they came
to the conclusion that it wasn’t

Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista

one of the football players stealing
their things, but rather it was an
intruder.
“Ron (another defensive line
player on USD’s football team)
and another one of my buddies
walk into the room and they start
opening the drawers just trying
to find what’s up. Then my buddy
tried to open the closet, but it
wouldn’t open. We thought it
was locked, so Ron goes over and
yanks the door and this guy’s arm
pops out,” Grieves explains. “He
closes the door and starts yelling.
Everyone ran in and locked him in
the closet. He told us that he was
armed with a knife so we kept him
in (the closet). A few of us called
psafe (Public Safety) and the cops
and psafe rolled up and basically
they got him out.”
While Grieves’ telling of
the story provides a first-hand
experience of what it was like
being in Valley B when this event
occurred, Quinton Kawahara,
Captain of the Department of
Public Safety, is able to clearly
and concisely disclose as many
details as possible regarding the
event. This is still an ongoing

Three underrated spots on
campus
Discover the hidden gems across USD’s campus

MEI FLORY
ASST. A&C EDITOR
Welcome back, Toreros. With
the sudden influx of new students
who didn’t get the chance to
explore much of campus while
in lockdown, now is the perfect
time to scope out some new
study spots. Between on-campus
restaurants, designated study
spaces and casual lounges, here
are some fun (and somewhat
underrated) places to check out
on campus.
Bert’s Bistro in Mother
Rosalie Hill Hall

On the far end of campus
near the Learning Commons and
Copley Library is the School of
Leadership and Education Studies
(SOLES), otherwise known as
Mother Rosalie. When entering
the building, take a left down the
hallway and stop by Bert’s Bistro.
The lines are generally shorter
than at Aromas or La Paloma, and
one can get a nice view when they
sit outside. The view of the valley
is accompanied by a swift breeze
that cools you down from the
afternoon sun. And, since Bert’s is
a bit more tucked away from the
main campus, the noise levels are
dramatically reduced.
Robert Lee, a USD senior,
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investigation through the District
Attorney’s office.
“On Aug. 18, at around
9:30 p.m. some of the football
players were returning from their
football camp in Valley B area.
In one of the rooms they actually
encountered a subject inside one
of the closets,” Kawahara stated.
“At that time they alerted Public
Safety, and luckily we were able
to respond almost immediately to
the call. San Diego Police arrived
fairly quickly as well. There was
a large response from them
including several officers and
a canine officer due to the type
of incident as well as the police
helicopter that was overhead.”
Additionally,
Kawahara
shares other ways in which the
Department of Public Safety
handles criminal situations like
this.
“In addition to our response,
we always try to send out a safety
alert, which was sent out that
night, just to alert the community
what happened,” he said.
Kawahara also disclosed
some safety tips for residents
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loves Bert’s atmosphere.
“It’s a nice place to hang out
with friends, and it’s the only
restaurant on campus with a
decent view. It reminds me that I
live in San Diego,” Lee explained.
As for food options, Bert’s
serves acai bowls, coffee, chicken
tenders and various grilled foods
such as sandwiches and burgers.
The outside grill is quick and easy
to spot when you step outside.
The campus restaurant also

updated their menu to include
some Caribbean and Coastal
African cuisine. Additionally, like
the other restaurants on campus,
students can pay for their meals
with dining dollars or meal
equivalencies.
With the newly established
Learning Commons up and
running, students can cut across
the street to grab lunch at Bert’s
rather than make the semi-long
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Armed burglar enters
Valley B apartments
USD football players trap stranger with knife in the closet
Armed burglar from Page 1

to follow in order to help keep

happening again on campus.
These tips include: making sure

in, keeping exterior doors that
lead to residential rooms closed,

looking out for each other.
“Make sure that residents are
aware and looking out for one
another also besides their own
safety. Challenge those that don’t
look like they belong in the area.
By now all residents are familiar
with who resides in their dorm

to this day I still can’t believe it
happened. It felt really surreal,”
Grieves shared. “Honestly, it was
a good bonding experience. We
had a big problem in our dorm
room and we were able to figure it
out together, as a team.”
This case is an active case

“Honestly, it was a good bonding
experience. We had a big problem in our
dorm room and we were able to figure it
out together, as a team”
- Jon Greaves, sophomore

First-year housing area, the Valley B apartments, where the football team was staying during the robbery.
Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista

our community safe and prevent
further crimes like this from

windows are closed, if not closed
already, and still have the screen

reporting
suspicious
activity
students may see on campus, and

area.”
Despite finding an armed
burglar hiding in their closet,
Grieves and his teammates found
a silver lining.
“We never expected something
like that to happen and honestly

in the District Attorney’s office;
the court date was rescheduled.
There may not be a conclusion
to the criminal case yet, but all
members of the football team are
safe and can view this situation as
a moment of growth for the team.

An examination of COVID-19
vaccination exemptions
Clarification and exploration on vaccine exemptions

Colin Mullaney
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
As student life returns to
campus,
upperclassmen
are
fondly remembering the days
before COVID-19 meant anything
at all, while both first and second
year students are experiencing
the wonders of typical college life
for the first time. One location
on campus, however, serves as a
lingering reminder of the impact
of the coronavirus, as well as
the unpleasant truth that this
pandemic is not yet over. Like
a scene straight out of 2020,
an assortment of unvaccinated
students and staff filter in and out
of the Tecolote Patio, adjacent to
the Hahn University Center, to
report for mandatory COVID19 surveillance testing. Sitting
outside in chairs six feet apart,
they are required to spit through
tiny paper straws into a plastic
tube until their sample is deemed
sufficient for analysis by testing
coordinators.
The first question that comes
to the minds of vaccinated
students
is
likely:
“why?”
Why endure the
somewhat
embarrassing and inconvenient
weekly testing, future bouts
of illness and isolation, and
potential judgement or alienation
by vaccinated peers, when COVID
vaccines are now readily available

to all?
As of Sept. 7, 90% of students
reported being fully vaccinated
with even more being partially
vaccinated, according to the
University Covid Action Team.
The remaining 10% of students
who are unvaccinated (or have
not yet reported) are required to
undergo weekly testing, at risk of
“interim suspension,” meaning
the student would potentially be
restricted from the university’s
campus and residence halls
for
noncompliance.
These
unvaccinated
students
were
required to submit either medical
or religious exemption forms, in
lieu of proof of vaccination, which
was approved at the discretion
of the Student Health Center.
Furthermore, they were required
to submit proof of a negative
COVID-19 test within three days
prior to moving on campus.
Due to the individual and
private nature of seeking such an
exemption, practically everyone
who submitted an exemption
form was granted one in good
faith, without heavy scrutiny or
the burden of additional proof.
The only requirement to qualify
for a religious exemption, for
instance, was a tick mark and a
signature on the prescribed form.
Some vaccinated students feel as
though the university is literally
and figuratively just checking
boxes in its mission to vaccinate

the student body.
USD sophomore, Russell
Gokemeijer,
shared
his
perceptions of the vaccine
exemption
process,
stating,
“I think the school made it
super easy for people not to
be vaccinated and it’s a little
misleading that they say they will
require vaccinations, when it’s so
easy to get exempted.”
To the majority of students
who received their vaccinations, it
seems unfair that their peers are
not being required to “pull their
weight” and remain unphased by
the implications that their actions
might have for others.
“A lot of people think that
[getting vaccinated is] a decision
that only impacts themselves,
but it’s hard to know who you
might be affecting, both in your
immediate environment and
beyond,” Gokemeijer said.
Regardless of one’s personal
stance on the vaccine debate,
one thing is apparent: the
unvaccinated clearly stand firm
in their convictions, given their
willingness to tolerate these
additional requirements placed
upon them. All students asked
to comment on their rationale
behind receiving an exemption
from the vaccine requirement
declined to comment.
Despite widespread access
to vaccinations that ameliorate
the risk of a potential outbreak

among students, it is easy to see
why COVID-19 still weighs heavy
in the minds of many.
Upperclassmen still recall the
abrupt transition to online classes
in March 2020 and will likely
struggle to move beyond this
destabilizing experience mentally
and emotionally to regain trust in
the promise of normality.
Although sophomores had the
opportunity to spend last year on

campus if they chose, many report
a pervasive imposter syndrome
because of COVID-19, since they
are now expected to jump straight
into this upcoming academic
year as seasoned experts, without
ever having attended in-person
classes. Needless to say, COVID19 has and will continue to have
a lasting impact on student life in
the coming semester, vaccinated
or unvaccinated.

Sign pointing towards Tecolote Patio, the testing sight for unvaccinated students
Tyler Pugmire/The USD Vista
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A beginner’s guide to the Sept. 14
CA recall election
Everything you need to know about the monumental recall election
JENNY HAN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Recall elections are not new to
the state of California; there have
been 179 attempts since 1913.
This particular recall election,
however, is unique due to COVID19 and the policies that may be
enacted. However, the way that
recalls come about is still the
same.
Vivan Mateos-Zuniga, USD
senior and President of USD
Votes (a non-partisan, volunteer
organization dedicated to helping
USD voters), explained how the
recall process works.
“When a governor gets
recalled, it means that their
constituents are unhappy with
their performance and want to
end their term before it is set to
officially expire,” Mateos-Zuniga
explained. In Newsom’s case, his
term would end early in 2022 if
the recall election was successful
rather than in 2023 when his term
is supposed to end.
The first step of any recall is
gaining signatures via an official
petition calling for the removal
of the elected official. According
to ABC10, the final number of
signatures gained petitioning
for Newsom’s recall is over
1.7 million people: more than
the required 12% of the total
number of voters. From there, the
California Secretary of State holds
a special California Gubernatorial
Recall Election that determines
if registered voters of that state
want to recall the current elected
official. On the ballot, there are
two questions:
Shouls Gavin Newsom be
recalled (removed) from the
office of Governor and if so, which
candidate is to succeed Newsom
as Governor?
For Jack Uribe, USD senior
and current Secretary of USD
Republicans, there are several
reasons why he is in favor of
recalling Newsom. One reason he
states is the way Newsom handles
taxpayer’s money.
“We are the highest tax
state in the nation. Last year,
Sacramento, collected under
Gavin Newsom, over $170 billion
in state tax revenue,” Uribe says.
“And where is it going to solve

our problems that we’ve seen
under Governor Newsom?” Uribe
specifically cites increasing gas
prices, infrastructure, rolling
blackouts, and homelessness as
problems that Newsom has failed
to address with the citizen’s tax
dollars.
Secondly, Uribe also strongly
disagrees with the way that
Newsom handled COVID-19 for
K-12 public schools. He believes
that the school closures were
going to be a setback especially
for younger children who need
in-person learning environments

sentiments to Uribe. She added
about the importance of the
nature of the recall.
“I think a lot of people didn’t
know that there really would be
that many signatures and that
many people that would turn
up,” Miske said. “It’s crazy to
see that there are people from
both sides that sign. So that has
a lot of power, that there is that
unity there, and it should be
acknowledged.”
Neither USD Republicans
nor the Republican party have
officially endorsed any candidate

USD Votes tabeling to get students registered to vote.

to have what he considers to be a
“proper and sufficient education.”
Uribe considers not allowing these
children to have that opportunity
as a denial of their constitutional
right.
His third reason is personal.
The day after his grandmother
died, he discovered the picture of
Governor Newsom at the French
Laundry restaurant. “That was
just a slap in the face,” Uribe said.
“And that’s when I realized we
need to vote this guy out because
he is a tyrant and he does not
deserve to be holding the office
of governor of the great state
of California, one of the most
populous and one of the biggest
economies in our nation.”
Mary-Logan Miske, USD
senior and the president of USD
Republicans,
shared
similar

Anderson Haigler/ The USD Vista

but both Uribe and Miske agreed
that Larry Elder is their personal
choice. For Uribe, Elder is his pick
because of his strong presence in
politics from his radio show and
his very staunch conservative
agenda and the transparency he
shows. For Miske, she said that
she would vote for Elder if she
was a CA voter because she feels
that Elder would solve the issues
that Uribe had mentioned earlier.
On top of that, she likes how Elder
is pro-life and against defunding
the police. Uribe also noted Kevin
Faulconer (the former San Diego
mayor) and Kevin Kyle as two
other popular alternatives.
However, not all people agree.
Jadyn Bell, a USD senior who is
the founder and the Vice President
of USD Democrats. One reason
that she is against the recall is that

The USD Vista
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she believes the choices Newsom
made in regards to COVID-19
were fair and reasonable.
“Newsom’s response to the
current COVID-19 pandemic is
no different than that of other
governors—masks were mandated
and businesses were temporarily
shut down,” Bell said. “Our local
politicians are supposed to be
making the hard decisions to
protect their communities and
Newsom acted the best way he
saw fit amongst state-wide panic.”
Another reason why Bell is
against the recall election is that
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she sees it as a way of undermining
the election process.
“America witnessed the chaos
that erupted from the delusions
of a fraudulent 2020 presidential
election, and Californians are
seeing it again with the Newsom
recall even though he was freely
and fairly voted into office by
the majority vote,” Bell said.
Because the ratio of registered
Democrat to Republican voters
is around 2:1 and the majority
of state legislatures identify as
Democrats, “With a Republican
as governor it begs the question
whether anything would ever get
done or if we would just be met
with more partisan standoffs,”
Bell added. As a result, the recall
election only adds strife to an
already “divided and bipartisan
society and is a direct attack on
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our democratic values.”
Third, Bell views the recall
election as being a waste of
resources. “Governor Newsom
would have already been up
for reelection in 2022 but this
election, a year early, is costing
Californians $276 million which
is almost comical given how their
party stance is always lowering
costs and taxes,” Bell says.
Kaiya
Mitchell,
USD
sophomore
and
the
Communications
Co-Director
of USD Democrats, also shared
similar views to Bell. Mitchell
believes that the recall election is
an attempt by the Republicans for
undermining the results of a fair
election.
“A recall, or the impeachment
of officials, should be for
emergencies
only,”
Mitchell
said. “In my view, while this
started as a partisan issue, it
has become a question of the
sanctity of elections and whether
we will continue to uphold
the foundational principles of
democracy that our founders put
into place.”
Mitchell also believes that
removing Newsom from office
is untimely. “With COVID
cases increasing, the economic
downturn, and reports of racism
skyrocketing, California needs
continuity at this moment more
than ever,” Mitchell says. “We
especially need people who are
fully aware and in tune with these
issues and have been working to
combat them”.
Regardless of one’s political
standing or decision, voting for
the recall election is critical. “We
are a campus that is in the state
of California,” Mateos-Zuniga
said. “The governor has a ton of
power, and the decisions that
he will be making in office are
going to have massive impacts
on us, whether it’s in regards to
COVID procedures, or economic
decisions. He has a lot of power
over our daily lives.” It’s really
important that wherever we stand
politically, we take the opportunity
to express our opinion and to use
our votes wisely, whatever our
priorities are.”
For more information, or
guidance on the voting process,
USD Votes will be tabling in front
of La Paloma on Sept. 9.

The USD Vista publication is written and edited by USD students
and funded by revenues generated by advertising and a student fee.
Advertising material published is for information purposes only
and is not to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsement
or verification of such commercial venues by the staff or University.
The USD Vista office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The USD Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of
The USD Vista staff, the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The USD Vista office.
Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be signed. For
identification purposes, USD identification numbers and writer’s year
must be included in the letter. The USD Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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Tough transition into in-person classes
The challenges of transitioning from remote classes to synchronous learning
MARIA SIMPSON
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
On the morning of Sept.
1, the sun shined through a
thin layer of clouds over the
USD campus as thousands of
students emerged from their
dorm rooms, apartments, and
homes, and made their way to
their first classes of the 20212022 academic year.
The first day back to school
is always an exhilarating
experience, but this year it
marked a momentous occasion
for the students at USD. This
semester is the first time that
classes are fully commencing
in-person since March of 2020,
well over a year. Seniors — who
left campus as sophomores
— are back and taking what
feels like their first steps in the
Student Life Pavilion. Most of
the current sophomore class,
including myself, are entering
USD classrooms and attending
sports events for the first time
ever.
While the new year presents
an array of opportunities and
beautiful moments that lie
ahead, this back to school
experience comes with plenty of
challenges as well.
Personally, school has always
been a positive experience.
Besides the normal amount of
nervousness, I was overthinking
about this upcoming year
because we haven’t been on
campus and in-person for so
long. When the morning finally

Students can converse during discussions and activities indoors if they are wearing masks.

it to all my classes with ease,
professors and classmates were
welcoming, and I even managed
to find a suitable outfit for the
big day.
However, I realized that the

readjustments.
Many students like myself
may
be
concerned
about
redeveloping good study habits,
taking tests in class, and
managing work loads that have

Photo courtesy of Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista

person.
Falling back into the flow of
in-person classes is not as simple
as it sounds. It is more than just
seeing professors and peers pop
out of their little boxes on Zoom

What was once an empty and
quiet campus is now full of
constant crowds passing by.
Many students have only
interacted with their families
since
heading
home
for

“Many changes are suddenly being
thrown at students as we return to school
and it is okay to feel nervous, intimidated,
or overwhelmed by the switch back to inperson classes.”

Students are getting into the swing of things as they finally engage in in-person lectures.
Photo courtesy of Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista

arrived, I found that many of my
worries were for nothing. I made

first day was only one obstacle
of many within a semester of

become more time and energy
consuming with the switch to in-

and into the seat next to yours.
Many changes are suddenly
being thrown at students as we
return to school and it is okay
to feel nervous, intimidated, or
overwhelmed by the switch back
to in-person classes.
Zoom instruction led to
shortened attention spans and
more relaxed class formats. Inperson classes have restored
higher expectations for students
and heavier homework loads,
which can be difficult to balance
all at once. It is normal to
struggle with readjustment,
and in the end it will surely be
worth this period of acclimation.
This is the perfect time to take
the opportunity to connect with
others. I know that suddenly
seeing so many students around
me has been a little intimidating.

quarantine, and now they are
presented with an endless sea
of individuals at school to talk
or hang out with, which can be
exhausting.
But it has also been
a wonderful way to form
new relationships and feel
more connected to the USD
community. This is something
that many students, especially
current sophomores, missed out
on.
This abnormal back to
school experience presents an
enriching and healing time for
the university.
It’s a time to connect
with others, to develop a new
appreciation for the in-person
classroom experience, and to
absorb and cherish even the
little moments of college life.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Will Fall 2021 bring social justice?
Comfortability for all students is lacking, here is how we should continue forward
OLIVIA SYNEK
OPINION EDITOR
It is important to feel safe at
the college you are attending.
During the two years I have
attended USD, there were quite
a few instances where students

vandalism and discrimination
when a student’s dorm was
vandalized because they identify
as non-binary. During my
second year at USD, there were
issues regarding assault when a
student was sexually assaulted
by another student. Even if these
actions are not happening to

Students made posters promoting safety for the protest.
Photo courtesy of Marissa Esteban/The USD Vista

have come out and said that
they have not felt safe within
our community. For good
reason, organizations such as
the year-old Gender Equity and
Sex Positivity Club, commonly
known as GESP, challenged
USD in hopes to promote change
and safety for all students on
campus.
During my first year at USD,
there were issues regarding

you, you are still not able to take
a breather. You may think, ‘Well,
what if this happens to me next?’
or ‘Are there students at USD
who won’t accept me for me?’.
I know these are questions that
many students ask themselves.
Even through the thick of the
problems, I do believe that USD
takes the necessary steps in the
right direction – all thanks to
the students who promote social

Students lined Linda Vista in hopes to gain attention from passing traffic.
		

justice on campus. I am a tour
guide on campus and being in
this position sometimes means I
get the ‘tough questions.’ People
ask about the diversity on our
campus,
where
non-binary
students live in dorms, and if
Agnostic students are looked
down upon. These questions are
not only difficult for prospective
students to ask, but they are
difficult for me to answer and
something I wish I did not have
to.
I wish I did not have to answer
them because USD should make
it more obvious that people
of all identities are welcome.
USD is trying to grow their
diversity, people who identify
as non-binary can live where
they feel most comfortable, and
any religious or non-religious
student is welcome.
Question is, at what point
will we see obvious changes
within our community? When
will it finally become normal for
students to feel completely safe
from things like discrimination
and assault? Though only
time can tell when change will
happen, it is my hope that
students and administration at
USD will further acknowledge
the problems we have as a school
and work to promote safety and
equity within every aspect of our
education.
Something that USD has
students complete every year
are the “Online Education
Requirements.” A recent email
informed me that I would have
to complete an online course
titled “Sexual Assault Prevention
Ongoing” and another about
“Diversity,
Inclusion,
and
Belonging for Students.” These
online education courses go in
depth with providing modules

USD students protested against sexual assault on May 16, 2021.
Photo courtesy of Marissa Esteban/The USD Vista

and quizzes to further college
students’ understanding of how
to navigate difficult situations.
While students are happy
that we are further being
educated on the unsafe aspects
of college life, other students,
like myself, may be concerned
about the dedication people have
to completing the requirements.
It worries me wondering if
there are some people who will
finish these courses quickly just
to simply fulfill a mandatory
requirement. Students will have
to take these education courses
very seriously in order for us to
see change on campus.
Change at USD will happen if
two things occur simultaneously:
all students commit to making
our campus a safer place and
USD stays on track with altering
and changing previous policies
and adding policies to ensure the
safety and happiness of students

of all identities on campus.
It is important to note
that although you may feel
comfortable on campus, many
other students may not. First
off, students and faculty need
to check their privilege and
acknowledge
the
different
identities
and
backgrounds
we have on campus. It is so
important to keep an open
mind about everyone’s personal
experiences on campus.
This is why it is imperative
to sign petitions that enact
impactful change, go to protests,
join
clubs/organizations,
and to complete the online
education requirements with
no distractions and most
importantly, an open-mind. I
am interested to see if Fall 2021
will bring change, and hope to
see a major decrease in students
who feel alienated or unsafe on
campus.

Photo courtesy of Marissa Esteban/The USD Vista

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Photo Courtesy of USD Magazine

Students hang out in the newly renovated common space in Founders Hall.

Jaden Hauptman / USD Vista

Camino and Founders residence halls
undergo a long-awaited renovation.
The best of times, the worst of times: freshman year. We have all heard
or imagined the horror stories of the archetypal chaos that is dorm life for
a first-year student.
The quintessential freshman-year experience can usually encompass
situations like outdated communal bathrooms, old and unreliable furniture,
or even clogged shower drains. But, this is the essence of the memories for
those who have lived through this.
Senior Tony Le recalls his time in Camino Hall long before renovations
ensued.
“Being a communal style dorm, it can get a little cramped and crowded
but the cleaning staff really did an amazing job making sure that it was
cleaned throughout the week,” Le said. “The bathrooms would occasionally
have an issue that would require maintenance but never something as crazy
as when the showers in Founders Hall had to be turned off for a few days.”
However, first-years who stepped into Camino and Founders residence
halls this year are likely to never experience any of these “predicaments.”
Instead, they are greeted with marble countertops, flat screens TVs, stainless
steel refrigerators, and other sophistications that first-years might not even
use. The newest buildings to be renovated on campus to date, these two
halls—Camino for boys and Founders for girls–look like they were taken
directly from a Restoration Hardware catalog.
Freshman Darien Aranda, a Camino Hall resident, is just one of many
other individuals who will not know of any other kind of living this year,
other than the luxury that Camino Hall offers.
“The facilities are much nicer than I expected, and everyone on the floor
is super friendly, so that was a pleasant surprise,”Aranda said. “The dorms
are super spacious and there are tons of storage space that’s tucked away
and convenient.”
The accessible location is just another part of a handful of perks. Founders
residents are a quick stroll away from Founders chapel and both are in ideal
proximity from the central courtyard they share. Buildings that house most
classes, such as the Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice, or Camino Hall are
a walk in the park for the Camino and Founders residents, opposed to those
who live down in the Valley or in the San Buenaventura residence hall.
Plans to remodel these residence halls were originally instituted when
the Renaissance plan emerged at USD. This project is founded on the
intent to rectify deferred maintenance at the University, particularly with
problems like leaks in underground gas and steam pipes and in the showers
of Founders and Camino Halls.

“We
have
great
Auxiliary Services and
Residential Life team
at this university and
it was their mission to
make living in Camino
and Founders Hall an
experience”

Founders communal bathrooms.

Zachary Randel, senior project manager of Planning Design Construction, shed light on the resolution to make
Founders and Camino Hall a better and safer quality of living.
“The larger Camino Founders project was a deferred maintenance project: mechanical, electrical, plumbing
renovations, American Disabilities Act (ADA) upgrades, first floor air conditioning, new energy efficient windows,
and more.”
Randel was also content to applaud the rest of the team who capitalized on the decision to take Camino and
Founders in a direction that complements USD’s overall transition to more efficient and modern resources and
amenities.
“We have great Auxiliary Services and Residential Life team at this university and it was their mission to make
living in Camino and Founders Hall an experience— more than just a place to sleep and shower,” Randel said.
Regardless, some students tend to encapsulate their first-year experience not by the state of their residence
halls, but from the sense of community that comes from living with a large number of people. Freshman Jayden
Soukalis, a Valley B resident, is one individual who shares this feeling.
“Although Valley B isn’t the nicest housing on campus, I think it still is a step up from housing at a lot of
schools,” Soukalis said. “I think the freshman experience is more about living on campus and with other freshmen
than how nice the housing is. I don’t think it would make a difference to me.”
Despite differing opinions, one thing is for sure: Camino and Founders residence halls have become a much
safer living environment and are likely to become coveted residential spaces for years to come.

Students utilize their organization spaces.

Jaden Hauptman / USD Vista

Jaden Hauptman / USD Vista
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Diary of a first-year

USD first-years illustrate the ups and downs of their experiences thus far
HALEY JACOB
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
Undoubtedly, the beginning
of a new school year is always
an exciting yet nerve-racking
time for everybody on campus.
The frantic last-minute packing,
the schedule changes, and the
tough goodbyes may already be
familiar and expected parts of
the back-to-school experience
for many returning students.
For first-years, however, the

Willa Letscher poses.
Haley Jacob/The USD Vista

word ‘unfamiliar’ would be a
fitting term to describe these past
two weeks. Additionally, with last
year’s incoming class receiving an
online version of OLÉ! Weekend,
there was a lot of curiosity
surrounding the execution of
the tradition’s in-person return.
Despite the odds USD was
up against in terms of the
unpredictable, ongoing global
pandemic,
many
first-year
students were impressed with
their orientation experience
and felt that the university
went above and beyond to
ensure there is some sense
of normalcy and tradition.
First-year,
Cameron
Short,
expressed
gratitude
for
the
experience
that
he
had
with
orientation.
“I
think
USD
really
succeeded, maybe even overexceeded. I mean, we are in the
middle of a pandemic. They
couldn’t really even do anything
for the 2020 class,” Short said.
“The freshmen last year couldn’t
have that week because they
had to be at home, which was
a big bummer. But, I feel like I
really got the ‘start of college
experience’ that I was looking for.”
While it became clear that
students were satisfied with

Cameron Short stands at the beach.
Haley Jacob/The USD Vista
the planning and execution
that went into orientation,
one frequent critique in their
experiences was the feeling of
being “burnt out.” The required
events and meetings layered with
completing the other ‘to-do list’
items that come with move-in
left many stressed. Additionally,
some students felt that the
business of orientation left
them little time to process their
transition to this new and fully
independent chapter of their lives.
First-year, Willa Letscher,
shared
her
feelings
on

this new chapter of life.
“My parents left, I said bye,
and then I was off doing another
orientation activity. I feel like
I still haven’t fully come to the
realization that this is now
my new life,” Letscher said.
However, as a result of
orientation,
these
first-year
students had great confidence
in their ability to find their
place here at USD. Despite the
overwhelmingness of it all, the
students attributed much of their
success in forming friendships
and alleviating first-year nerves
to their experiences during
orientation. Events such as ‘Neon
Night,’ where students covered
themselves in glow sticks and
danced all night to a DJ, and
‘Taste of TPB, ’ a carnival-like
event full of free food and games,
helped students find like-minded
people who they could lean on for
support and community during
this confusing, yet exciting time.
Jackson
Hinz,
another
first-year student, explained
how
orientation
left
him
feeling
about
USD.
“It felt like I’ve already been
to this school before. It didn’t
feel like it was only day five
or six of being on campus; it
felt like I had been here for a

good month or two,” Hinz said.
Similar to Hinz, firstyear student Kasia Jackson
also appreciated the sense of
community and familiarity that
orientation helped establish.
“There are familiar faces all
over. Every time I’m walking
somewhere, I see someone
that I know,” Jackson said.
With most activities on
campus back in full effect
for the fall semester, it is no
surprise that the incoming
first-years
were
eager
to
begin their journey at USD.

Kasia Jackson beams for the camera.
Haley Jacob/The USD Vista

A momento from those abroad

USD students capture their unique adventures abroad during the pandemic
CHARLOTTE FERGUSON
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
Over the past year, travel
became
limited,
especially
for those who wished to study
abroad. Yet, this fall, it was
deemed safe for the university’s
extensive and coveted study
abroad program to continue.
With most travel bans lifted
worldwide, USD students were
able to journey across the pond to
start the semester in a new place.
Typically, junior year is
the most popular year that

students choose to study abroad.
Because of this, USD juniors
shared a glimpse of their study
abroad experience so far.
USD
junior,
Lauren
Guistolise, is studying at John
Cabot University in Rome, Italy.
She arrived in the neighborhood
of Trastevere on Aug. 26.
“At first there was definitely a
bit of culture shock, but you get
over that so fast because you’re
so excited,” Guistolise said.
She is living with three other
USD juniors and they are quickly
making friends at the American
university they are attending.

Lauren Guistolise laughs with a friend in Rome, Italy.
Photo courtesy of Lauren Guistolise

“The
school
is
in
a
neighborhood that has a lot of
food and nightlife in it so if we
go out in that neighborhood it’s
mostly students,” Guistolise

Aug. 29 and had some time
before classes to settle in at
the University of Bocconi.
“The classes are half online
and half in person so we are

that the USD Madrid Program
doesn’t have any classes on
Fridays so I always have a three
day weekend to explore Europe.”
According
to
Merhab,

“At first there was definitely a bit of culture shock, but you
get over that so fast because you’re so excited.”
- Lauren Guistolise
said.
“If you are speaking
English, people will come up
to you and ask if you are from
the U.S. and that’s how we’ve
been meeting a ton of people.”
Traveling within Europe and
engaging in other recreational
activities
has
also
been
an obstacle for Guistolise.
“You have to check all of
the
COVID-19
restrictions.
We don’t know if we will be
able to get into the country we
want to go to or not” Guistolise
said. “You also have to bring
your vaccination card with
you to get into each country
but also restaurants and bars.”
Likewise, USD junior, Kelly
Woodside, is taking her fall
semester in Milan, Italy. She
is rooming with three other
USD junior boys that she was
connected with through the
International Center at USD.
Woodside was quick to share
that she has her own room in
the apartment. She arrived on

excited to travel while taking
classes,”
said
Woodside.
For her, a day in the life
includes
attending
class,
getting a cappuccino and
ending the day with friends.
USD junior, Tia Merheb, is
another individual who was able
to study abroad this semester.
She is currently based at USD’s
Madrid Center in Madrid, Spain,
and lives at HUBR, a student
residence supplied through USD.
Merhab’s
classes
are
all taught by
American
professors, and allow her
to form quick friendships
because of its small class size.
For the remainder of her
time abroad, Merhab looks
forward to becoming more
integrated in the culture.
“I’m looking forward to
becoming more fluent in the
Spanish language and gaining
more experience with the
culture,” Merhab said. “But I am
most looking forward to the fact

her
experience
has
also
been
slightly
altered
due
to
COVID-19
restrictions.
“Things are a little different
here, mainly because of masks
and social distancing—which
are still mandated at the
school. Also things close earlier
here than before COVID-19,
but in Spain early is about
3:00 A.M.,” Merhab said.
Although these girls are
located in different countries
and
are
having
different
experiences it is clear that
there is a common factor: they
are all thrilled to be studying
abroad. Due to the pandemic
and uncertainty surrounding
travel over the past year, the
USD community jumped at
the opportunity to partake in
learning different languages
and studying different cultures
around the world. This venture
seems like a rite of passage at
the university, which students
are excited to begin again.
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The USD Vista’s Alcala Bazaar Guide
How to tackle the Alcala Bazaar with confidence and poise
Sports clubs are also another
way to be active with fellow
students. USD has a wide range
of sports clubs available to
join. Whether you want to go
water skiing around Mission
Bay or have decided to try
out jiu-jitsu, you can find the
sports club for you. All the
clubs are open to both beginner
and expert athletic levels.

ANNA VALAIK
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
As the semester begins and
new opportunities arise, the
Alcala Bazaar provides USD
students the perfect time to see
what this campus is really about
and get involved, especially
for
those
just
beginning
their first year. This event
allows extracurricular clubs,
organizations,
sports,
and
activities the ability to promote
themselves, hoping to welcome
new and excited members for
the upcoming school year.
It’s not an event to miss, but
it can be daunting seeing so
many flyers, spokespeople, and
stands at once, even for those
who have attended before.
Though every club and
organization at USD deserves
recognition and praise, The
USD Vista wanted to highlight
a few that students should
watch out for this year.
If

you just can’t get
enough of school…

Many majors at USD now
have clubs associated with them,
this can be extremely helpful
when looking for mentorship
opportunities, career advice,
and basic connections with
other students in your classes.
These clubs provide students
with a sense of their major and
whether it may be a good fit or
not. So, walk around and look
for whatever subject you may be
interested in; who knows, you
might get some amazing teacher
recommendations
with
it.
Women in Business at
USD is a place for specifically
female business students to
come together and celebrate
everything that has to do with
female
entrepreneurship,
leadership, and professional
development. In a world that
oftentimes prioritizes a malecentric agenda, these USD
students are striving to empower
females to become confident

FUSO’s first event of the year: Boba Night.

If you want a combination
of philanthropy and social
events…

USD students enjoying the great outdoors.
Photo courtesy of USD Outdoor Adventures Instagram

leaders. Another group of
organizations worth checking
out at the Alcala Bazaar are
the business fraternities. They
combine both academic and
social aspects of business.

If you are looking for
a community to celebrate
culture…
FUSO, otherwise known
as
the
Filipino
Ugnayan
Student Org, has an incredible
community and presence on
campus. According to the
organization’s Instagram, they
were “founded in 1993 out of a
mother’s love for her children,”
and they “strive for unity, family,
and social justice in and out of the
USD community.” FUSO creates
a welcoming environment-not only for Filipino students,
but also for anyone looking to
learn more about this culture.
Through various events, cultural
nights, and activities on campus,
it’s clear FUSO takes pride in
everything they do and believe
in. For example, their cultural
events highlight Filipino food,
traditional dance, music and
more. Stop by Kamayan Night
or the Ugnayan Conference
to experience everything this
organization has to offer.
BSU, or the Black student
Union, is an “organization

Samantha Anciano/The USD Vista

for Black students by Black
students.” BSU has created an
incredibly positive community
on campus, working to engage
in important dialogue and
connect students in a place
where all feel welcome. During
the year, they host numerous
events, such as bringing back
alumni to discuss their work
or highlighting contributions
that Black people have made all
around the world. The work BSU
does on and off campus can be
felt all year long, so check them
out to hear more from these
thoughtful, well-spoken voices.

Fraternities and Sororities
add a unique social aspect to
any campus, and USD is no
different. USD has a multitude
of these social organizations,
with
each
providing
a
different community and feel.
They
provide
students
with a place to come together,
as men or women, and do
philanthropic work, build a

superfan? Then, the Bull Pit
is for you. This organization
promotes all things school
spirit, which means regularly
attending
sporting
events,
whether it be on or off campus.
Club
members
are
responsible for being the ones
constantly in all Blue cheering
for their favorite players. As
an incentive, Bull Pit members
will have the opportunity to
receive a bull pit spirit shirt
and free food at events and
participate
in
giveaways.
Joining the Bull Pit is the
perfect excuse to enjoy sports
while making friends and
most importantly having fun.
Super passionate about USD,
but not the biggest sports fan?
Well, you’re in luck because
the
Torero
Ambassadors
represent USD outside of
the arena or football field.
According to the USD
website, “This student group,

If you identify with the
LGBTQIA+ community…
Formerly USD Pride, the
Diverse Sexuality and Gender
Alliance (DSGA) is USD’s first
LGBTQIA+ student organization.
They stand for the LGBTQIA+
community at USD and beyond.
The allies of this organization
are also welcome at all events.
Lifting up these voices and
making a safe space for the
individuals that align themselves
with this community is DSGA’s
goal. Learn more and check out
their Supreme Drag Superstar
(SDSX) show they hold annually
for a look into what makes DSGA
so necessary to USD’s campus.
If you want to get off
campus and get out into the
world…
San Diego is amazing for
many reasons, but the weather
really does set this city apart
from others. Considering it’s
almost always sunny and 75
degrees, San Diego makes for
the perfect place to enjoy a
multitude of outdoor activities.
For those who aren’t familiar
with the area or just want to enjoy
nature with friends, Outdoor
Adventures is a good club to be
a part of. They coordinate and
host various activities all around
San Diego and even across state
lines. Join them on their next
hike, trip, or meeting to enjoy
the beauty of this great city.

The Bull Pit celebrating a volleyball win.

bond, and host a variety of
events throughout the year.
If you identify with USD’s
Catholic background…
Intervarsity is just that: a
space where Christians and
non-Christians
can
come
together to practice their faith.
Whether it be social events,
Bible studies, or simply outreach
on and off campus, Intervarsity
hopes to explore what it’s
like to follow Jesus at USD.
If you want to be Diego
Torero’s sidekick at all USD
events…

to

Love sports and want
be USD sports’ biggest

Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

comprised
of
nearly
200
current Toreros, emphasizes
leadership, on- and off-campus
community engagement and
making USD feel like home.”
They have six different
branches within their community
as well — Olé Ambassadors,
SOAR
Ambassadors,
Out
of
State
Ambassadors,
Transfer
Ambassadors,
International
Ambassadors
and Torero Tour Guides.
Each one provides a different
service to the student body,
but they all have the same
goal: making USD feel like
home for every student. If
you want to spread the word
about USD to prospective
students, Torero Ambassadors
might just be a great fit.
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Top four movies that will put you in
that back-to-school mood
These films won’t fail to put an end to your back-to-school blues

ISABELLA SANCHEZ
ASST. A&C EDITOR
Whether
students
spent
summer going to the beach,
going out with friends or
simply glued to their bed binge
watching “Manifest,” gearing
up for late night study sessions,
pop quizzes, and being around
way more people than we are
accustomed to can all be very
overwhelming.
Subsequently,
it is easy to forget what makes
school bearable in those difficult
times: seeing your best friends,
meeting new people, and making
unforgettable memories on and
off campus.
While these positives may
be easy to forget in the midst
of the back-to-school craziness,
the following movie list will be
enough to put you in the mood
to crack open your books and get
back in that school groove.

good ol’ nostalgia for those
stupid yet hilarious moments
with friends, then have a word
with McLovin (because those
moments are the best ones).
“10 Things I Hate About
You”
Shakespeare’s
“Taming
of a Shrew”’ gets a modern

boy-hating older sister Kat
(Julia Stiles) does, so little
does Kat know that the rebel,
Patrick (Heath Ledger), giving
her attention is not just a
coincidence.
This film has every aspect
of school that makes the long
walks to class worth it: budding
romance, new friendships, and
fun times with one’s peers.

“Clueless”
A ‘90s staple, “Clueless”
follows glamorous teenager
Cher (Alicia Silverstone) in
her newfound objective to help
others—which, for her, means
graciously sharing her expertise
in all important areas of life:
romance, fashion, and looking
good.

“Superbad”
This classic comedy follows
the lives of two inseparable
best friends, played by Jonah
Hill (Seth) and Michael Cera
(Evan), who have ambitious
goals of their own before
graduating high school. In their
journey to establish themselves
as “cool” kids rather than
losers, they find themselves
making unforgettable memories
together. If this doesn’t prompt

Nothing that watching Clueless to tune out school can’t fix.

twist with this ‘90s rom-com
featuring Julia Stiles and Heath
Ledger. The story mirrors that
of Shakespeare’s but is a little
less convoluted and more teenfriendly.
Bianca
(Larisa
Oleynik)
can only date when her snarky

And with its famous scene of
Patrick serenading Kat with the
help of the entire marching band,
the film almost makes you wish
you could be on the receiving end
of a grand romantic gesture as
soon as you step foot on campus
again.

Photo courtesy of Isabella Sanchez

After
a
successful
matchmaking mission with her
two professors, Cher moves
on to her next “project”—Tai,
played by Brittany Murphy, who
is next in line for Cher’s helping
hand. After Tai surpasses Cher’s
popularity (Uh as if!), she starts

to realize that when it comes to
actually helping others she is...
clueless. Behind the makeup
montages lies a film about
finding your way, friendship,
and most importantly fashion—
all things very representative of
being back on campus.
“The Breakfast Club”
This ‘80s classic explores
how the lives of completely
different high school students—a
brainiac
(Anthony
Michael
Hall), a criminal (Judd Nelson),
a basketcase (Ally Sheedy), an
athlete (Emilio Estevez), and
a princess (Molly Ringwald)—
intersect and how they ultimately
end up as close friends by the
end of their shared Saturday
detention.
While
hopefully
students won’t find themselves
in detention, they will encounter
many new and interesting faces
on campus. Take a note from the
Breakfast Club and get to know
somebody different from you, as
one of the most exciting parts of
school is meeting and forming
friendships with a diverse group
of people.
It is no secret that being back
on campus is a little daunting if
not overwhelming for the first
few weeks, so take some time
to soak in the back-to-school
nostalgia with these movies as a
reminder that the Sunday scaries
don’t necessarily have to be so
scary.

Where all the cool people hang at USD
Check out these locations next time you’re on campus

MEI FLORY
ASST. A&C EDITOR
Spots from Page 1
trek to Aromas or the SLP.
UFMC in the Student Life
Pavilion
On the fourth floor of the SLP
is the United Front Multicultural
Commons, or the UFMC. You

Tu Mercado. This area was
originally designed for students
in multicultural organizations,
but the area is open to all
students who need a relaxed
place to work.
USD senior, Sydney Lee,
loves the couches and chairs in
the UFMC in particular.
“If I wanna work and get stuff
done, I have multiple ways of
being comfortable,” Lee said.

outside of the UFMC.
The UFMC, which can also
be referred to as the UF, offers
students both a safe space and
quiet area for studying.
The atmosphere is warm and
welcoming, and the UFMC is as
much an area to socialize as it is
to study.
As Reyn Yoshioka, USD junior
and Executive Board member of
one of the multicultural clubs on
campus stated, “It’s super lit.”
Garden Behind the Shiley
Center for Science and
Technology

The UFMC offers students both a safe space and quiet area for studying.
Photo courtesy of Mei Flory

can take the elevator or stairs
located near the dish return in
the cafeteria or right outside

If the weather is nice, there’s
also an outdoor seating area on
the third floor of the SLP, right

Right next to the Kroc Peace
and Justice Institute (KIPJ)
is the Shiley Center, which is
where you’ll find almost all of
the science classes (and STEM
majors).
But, not many people stick
around for the fantastic views
right behind the building.
The Garden of the Sea may
get all the attention, but the
garden behind Shiley also serves
as a nice getaway from the rest
of campus.
Michelle Nguyen, USD senior
and STEM major, loves the area.

The path behind Shiley makes a loop around the back of the building.
Photo courtesy of Mei Flory

“It’s close to the place and
people that I love, but it’s still
secluded enough that it feels
intimate…it’s a nice escape from
the hustle and bustle of STEM
life,” Nguyen said.
The pathway behind Shiley
is easy to spot and makes a loop
around the back of the building.
The garden can be accessed at
any time of the day by taking the
stairs to the left of Shiley. Or, if

class ends and students don’t feel
like walking back to their dorms,
they can take the elevator on the
left side of the main hall down to
the first floor. From there, they
can turn left at the heavy doors
that lead to the outside area.
Now that we’re back on
campus, students can take
advantage of all the spaces and
resources USD offers its students
and enjoy.
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Welcoming back Torero athletes
Men’s and women’s basketball excited to get back on the court

JAREK MORGAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Just when you wanted to give
up hope, finally, after 17 brutal
months students are thankfully
coming back to school and one
thing is for sure; student athletes
are beyond excited to be back on
campus practicing and playing
the games they love so much.
Players from both the men’s
and women’s basketball teams
shared what they are looking
forward to and what they have
done to stay busy and in shape
while being away from USD.
Joshua Parrish, a secondyear graduate student on men’s
basketball, was excited to be
stepping foot back on campus.
“Personally,
I’m
most
excited just to get back to a
normal season, with fans and
without quarantines,” Parrish
said. “Trust me, last year was

the furthest thing from normal;
playing in empty gyms isn’t
exactly ideal, and we were
quarantined five times. Think
about that for a second…. five 14
day quarantines in the middle
of the season…that’s 70 days in
isolation.”
The immense dedication a
student athlete must have is
crucial to their success.
Parrish is a perfect example
of that work ethic: a WCC allacademic athlete, delivering
almost 11 points a game last
year, another four rebounds per
game, and sprinkling almost two
assists a game.
He knows the hard work
required to maintain elite
play both on and off the court.
Parrish explained what he has
done to maintain his training
and academics, something that
oftentimes gets overlooked.
“As a student athlete, you
almost have no choice but to

figure out how to manage both,”
Parrish said.
He elaborated on the time
management it takes to balance
everything on his plate.
“Personally, it can be tough,
as having a schedule that includes
workouts/practice from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and class from 6 p.m.
to 8:45 p.m. isn’t exactly ideal.
However, time management has
helped me manage both training
and academics, whether working
out early in the morning...[and]
even sacrificing meals to do class
work or workout, I’ve developed
a sufficient balance between the
two,” Parrish said.
Needless to say, fans are
stoked to see number 4 back in
blue and white this season and
students are excited to watch the
team live from the Jenny Craig
Pavilion, as they compete on the
court once again.
Parrish encouraged students
to support USD men’s basketball.

“Check us out in the JCP this
season! It’s going to be a fun
year, just wait on it.”
Just as excited to hit the
ground running is USD senior
Kendall Bird, on the women’s
basketball team.
She flashed a huge smile after
sharing some of the things she is
excited about for this upcoming
season.
“The thing I’m most excited
for this season is getting to
finally face the competitive
match ups that we missed out
on last year when games were
canceled because of COVID-19
related issues,” Bird said. “We
have a lot of unfinished business
and a lot to prove because of it.”
COVID-19
has
certainly
affected us all in many ways,
but Bird has stayed the course
and continues to outwork the
workers.
Bird,
an
All-Academic
honorable mention, averaged

Weekly Recap

just under eight points per
game, snagged four rebounds
per game, and was the team’s
leading shot blocker during her
junior season.
Bird’s
feelings
about
returning
to
campus
are
something most athletes and
students all have in common.
“The thing I’m looking
forward to most about being
back on campus is just the all
around environment of being
on campus with all of the other
students again,” Bird said. “And
most of all getting to see our
friends and family in the stands
at our games again.”
The Toreros have their sights
set on being one of the best
teams in the country this season,
and students, faculty and
families will be right there in
attendance with them, cheering
loudly, thankful to be back
supporting their fellow students
and friends.

Toreros making waves in the pros; women’s soccer and volleyball get wins
MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR
Women’s Soccer
Two first half goals propelled
women’s soccer to victory on
Thursday, Sept. 2 at Torero
Stadium, beating Long Beach
State University (LBSU) to
improve to 4-1 on the season.
USD
junior
defender,
Michaela Foster, converted a
third-minute penalty kick to
open the scoring. LBSU found
a 22nd minute equalizer, but
junior midfielder Jamie Goralski
scored to re-establish the lead in
the 45th minute as the Toreros
won 2-1.
Junior goalkeeper, Ellyn
Casto, made five saves to help
USD get the win, and the Toreros
put in the work defensively in
the second half to hold onto the
lead. Women’s soccer faces San
Diego State (1-4) next in a local
rivalry game on Friday, Sept. 10

at Torero Stadium.
Volleyball
USD
Volleyball,
ranked
no. 22, beat Hawaii in straight
sets on Friday morning in the
Toreros’ first game of the Utah
Classic. The Toreros won 2513, 25-17, 25-19. USD improves
to 2-1 on the season after a win
over UTSA last weekend.
Senior outside hitter, Katie
Lukes, led the Toreros with 15
kills during the match, while
fellow senior middle blocker,
Gabby Goddard, had four blocks
to lead the team and work
towards a Torero win.
In the second game of the
Utah Classic, also on Friday, the
Toreros fell to the University of
Utah Utes, ranked no. 19, 1-3.
San Diego won the first set, 3028, but couldn’t hold on in the
final three sets to the Utes, going
down 22-25, 22-25, 17-25.
Lukes and Goddard again
led USD in kills and blocks,

respectively, but the team
couldn’t keep up with Utah.
The Toreros rounded out
the weekend’s games with a
win over California Polytechnic
University, San Luis Obispo.
USD won in straight sets against
the Mustangs, improving their
record to 3-2. Volleyball returns
to the Jenny Craig Pavilion this
weekend, playing the University
of California Los Angeles on
Thursday, Sept. 9 and San Diego
State University on Saturday.
Pro Soccer
USD men’s soccer alum,
Miguel Berry, scored two goals
in two minutes for the Columbus
Crew to send the Major League
Soccer team to a 3-2 victory
over rivals FC Cincinnati on
Friday, Aug. 27. Berry played
as a forward for USD’s men’s
soccer team from 2016 through
2019, making 72 appearances
and scoring 38 goals for the
Toreros. He was named West

Coast Conference Co-Player of
the Year in 2019.
Berry was selected 7th overall
by the Columbus Crew in the
2020 MLS SuperDraft and has
since made five appearances,
scoring three goals for the Crew.
After coming on as a
substitute in the 73rd minute,
Berry capitalized on a mistake
by
Cincinnati’s
goalkeeper,
Kenneth Vermeer, and easily
slotted the ball into the net to
tie the game at 2-2 in the 81st
minute.
Less than two minutes
later, the Crew sent a cross into
Cincinnati’s penalty box, causing
another error by Vermeer.
Berry was in the right place
at the right time to again send
the ball over the line, this time
for the game winner in the 82nd
minute.
Pro Football
USD football alum, Reid
Sinnett, and the Miami Dolphins

beat the Cincinnati Bengals 2926 in their last National Football
League preseason game on
Sunday, Aug. 29 with Sinnett
starting at quarterback for
Miami.Sinnett played for USD
Football from 2015 through
2019. He was the starting
quarterback for the Toreros in
his final season, completing
66.9% of his passes during that
season.
Sinnett went 22 of 33,
passing for 343 yards during
last Sunday’s game against
Cincinnati, and threw two
touchdowns. With a minute and
a half left in the 4th quarter,
and the Dolphins down by five
points, Sinnett threw a Hail
Mary pass into the endzone. It
was caught for the Dolphins’
fourth touchdown of the game as
well as for the win.
The Dolphins won two out of
three preseason games. Sinnett
played in all three preseaon
games but shone against the
Bengals.

First-year midfielder, Mia Castillo of the Toreros, sprints past an LBSU midfielder during the game.
Sophomore forward, Katie Baxter, gets physical during women’s soccer’s 2-1 win last Thursday.
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Football can’t wrangle Mustangs
Toreros drop home opener in front of largest crowd since pandemic began
MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR

The University of San Diego
Torero football team opened its
fall season at home on Saturday,
Sept. 4 against the California
Polytechnic University, San Luis
Obispo (Cal Poly) Mustangs.
This was the seventh meeting
between the Toreros and the
Mustangs. Cal Poly led the series
5-1. The teams last met in San
Luis Obispo in 2019, when Cal
Poly won 52-34.
USD started the game strong,
with graduate student and
quarterback, Mason Randall,
scoring the first touchdown of
the game. Randall ran for one
yard and put the ball into the
endzone to make the score 7-0
after the successful extra point
kick with almost seven minutes
left in the first quarter.
The
Toreros’
defense
couldn’t hold on to the end of
the first quarter. Cal Poly scored
a similar rushing touchdown
just over a minute later to tie the
game at 7.
It was a toasty afternoon
at Torero Stadium, and senior
nickelback Kama Kamaka noted
that the heat, in addition to Cal
Poly’s fast pace, made the first
quarter especially tough.
“When we’re tired we just
have to make plays,” Kamaka
said.
The Mustangs started the
second quarter off strong
and made a 35-yard pass into
the endzone for their second
touchdown of the game to make
the score 7-14 in favor of the

Defensive linemen Mykee Irving (60) and Muhindo Kapapa (97) take on Cal Poly’s offense.

team from San Luis Obispo.
The Toreros had no answer,
and ended the second quarter
with a 61-yard field goal attempt
by first-year kicker Pablo Tager.
Tager hit the post on his try for
the longest field goal in school
history.
Junior
kicker
Brandon
Eickert came into the game to
convert a field goal in the third
quarter to make the score 10-14
to the Mustangs, and put San
Diego within striking distance.
The Toreros couldn’t take
advantage, and Cal Poly scored
yet again early in the fourth
quarter to widen the gap to 11
points.
Randall
threw
an
interception halfway through
the fourth quarter that Cal Poly
was able to convert into their
fourth touchdown of the game to

make the score 10-28.
The Toreros continued their
attempts down the field as the
clock ticked down. Junior wide
receiver, Michael Carner, looked
like he had made a touchdown
catch with five minutes to go,
but the referees waved it off as
an incomplete pass.
Finally, with less than a
minute left in the game, Randall
found senior wide receiver
Bennett Dondoyano in the
endzone for the Toreros’ second
touchdown of the game to make
the final score 17-28.
Head coach Dale Lindsey
was
positive
about
their
performance.
“Overall, I’m pleased they
played hard,” Lindsey said. “I
think we were right there. At any
point we could’ve gotten right
back in.”

Lindsey noted that since
Cal Poly is a scholarship team,
they have an advantage when it
comes to recruiting players.
“They had a little bit of
an edge on height, speed, but
we kept up,” Lindsey said.
“We played 60 minutes, were
physical, and didn’t quit.”
Lindsey lamented about the
tough schedule the Toreros have
coming up.
“I don’t know who made the
schedule, but they weren’t doing
us any favors,” Lindsey joked.
Kamaka
was
generally
optimistic about the result as
well.
“I like to see the way our
program is trending. As a team
we expected to win that game,”
Kamaka said, emphasizing the
importance of setting the bar
high for themselves.
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Randall agreed with Kamaka
about the direction Torero
football is headed.
“We showed we can compete
with them and gained some
respect from them,” Kamaka
said. “As a program we’re
looking to turn the corner.”
While
coach
Lindsey
certainly has things he’s looking
to improve in the next game, he
took a wider view of the situation
after the game.
“There’s worse things in
the world than losing a football
game,” Lindsey emphasized.
San Diego will take on
University of California Davis
at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday, Sept.
11 back at Torero Stadium.
The Toreros will be looking for
revenge after losing at home to
the Aggies at their last matchup
in 2019.

Toreros fall short at home

Despite changes, men’s soccer extends losing streak to three matches this season
MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR
Coach Brian Quinn made
four changes to his starting
lineup as the University of San
Diego’s men’s soccer team faced
the University of California,
Riverside Highlanders on Friday
night at Torero Stadium.
USD juniors Jake Schneider
and Praise Maduekwe, senior
Paul Ramlow, and first-year Leo
Reynisson started for a Torero
side looking for a win after two
consecutive losses to start the
season.

UC Riverside arrived in San
Diego with a 2-0 record on their
season so far, scoring five goals
in two games. USD is 6-2-2 alltime against the Highlanders.
Friday’s game was 0-0 at
halftime, with the best chance
of the half coming from a
breakaway by USD forward
Schneider that was stopped on
the goal line by a Highlander
defender.
USD endured a nerveracking final minute of the
first half. They saw their own
goal-line clearance made as the
ball ricocheted around senior
goalkeeper Marley Mascarenas’

Junior midfielder Praise Maduekwe fights for a ball with a Highlander player.
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18-yard box. The defense did
its job and kept the ball out of
the net to keep the scoreline at
zeroes at the half.
The Toreros couldn’t keep
out the Highlanders for the
full 90 minutes. Riverside’s
senior defender Jonick Pineda
scored in the 58th minute and
junior midfielder Caio Guazzelli
doubled the lead in the 83rd to
seal the win for Riverside by a
score of 2-0.
Mascarenas made five saves
off Riverside’s seven shots on
target, and both teams’ defense
kept the game locked into the
middle of the pitch for most of
the match.
Quinn
made
seven
substitutions over the course of
the game to inject new energy
into his side. USD first-year
midfielder Markus Jonsson,
USD senior forward Cameron
Kaemerle, and USD first-year
defenders Robert Webb and Ari
Sirvent all made appearances on
the field.
USD senior defender and
team captain, Michael Barrow,
stayed positive after the game.
“It was the best game of
our three games, we could’ve

Sophomore defender Owen Wiebe sends a ball up the pitch for a USD attack.
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obviously played better but we’re
going in the right direction,”
Barrow said.
Barrow admitted that the
team would have liked to see the
first win of the season against
the Highlanders.
“We didn’t get the result we
wanted but our performance
wasn’t too bad, just some sloppy
plays at the wrong time to give
away the goals,” Barrow shared.
The Toreros moved on to
play California Baptist away on
Monday, Sept. 6. Barrow was
optimistic about the upcoming
challenge.
“Cal Baptist is a good team
but we’re hoping to go there and

get the win, the first win of the
season, and push on from there,”
Barrow said.
USD lost that game 2-1
Monday evening.
He also talked about the
importance of forgetfulness.
“We need to have a short
memory after this game,”
Barrow said.
Barrow led his teammates
into Monday’s game with that
exact mindset.
“Tomorrow’s a new day and
we have new opportunities, and
we go again,” Barrow reiterated.
The Toreros will be back at
home on Friday, Sept. 10 against
CSU Bakersfield.

